Roberto Forin – MMC Programme Coordinator
Roberto Forin is the Programme Coordinator of the Mixed Migration Centre
(MMC) in Geneva. Before moving to Geneva Roberto worked as research
coordinator for the Vienna-based International Centre for Migration Policy
Development (ICMPD) where he coordinated a research assessment on AntiTrafficking along migration routes in Europe and acted as thematic expert on antitrafficking in conflict and other humanitarian settings. Before that he worked in
Greece as Deputy Head of Mission for the ICRC during the height of the migration
crisis in 2015/2016. Roberto builds on over ten years of experience in the protection and assistance of
refugees and displaced populations, having worked for the ICRC and IOM in Sudan, Colombia, Haiti,
Gaza and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Since 2014 Roberto has been extensively covering
migration issues in the Mediterranean and North Africa as researcher. He has conducted research on
involuntary immobility and migration in countries in crisis at the university of Oxford and has
collaborated with the Migration Policy Centre at the European University Institute of Florence and the
Humanitarian Policy Group at the Overseas Development Institute on migrant labour exploitation in
Italy and lived experiences of migrants transiting through Libya, respectively. He has authored several
research publications mostly focused on mixed migration, protection for people on the move and
migration policies in the wider Mediterranean. Roberto tweets from @roberto_forin

What is MMC?
The MMC is a global network consisting of seven regional hubs and a central unit in Geneva engaged
in data collection, research, analysis and policy development on mixed migration.

What is MMC’s mission?
The MMC is a leading source for independent and high-quality data, research, analysis and expertise
on mixed migration. The MMC aims to increase understanding of mixed migration, to positively impact
global and regional migration policies, to inform evidence-based protection responses for people on
the move and to stimulate forward thinking in public and policy debates on mixed migration. The
MMC’s overarching focus is on human rights and protection for all people on the move.

What is MMC’s vision?
Migration policies, responses and public debate are based on credible evidence, nuanced
understanding of mixed migration, placing human rights and protection of all people on the move at
the centre.

For more information on MMC visit our website (http://www.mixedmigration.org/)

